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ON SUBALGEBRA LATTICES  OF  UNIVERSAL ALGEBRAS

A.   A.  ISKANDER1

Abstract. If A is a universal algebra, S(A) is the lattice of all

subalgebras of A. If B^AxA, B* is {(x,y):(y, x)eB}.

Theorem. Let Lx, L2, L3 be algebraic lattices such that \L,\,

|L2|>1. Let a, be an involutive automorphism of L¡, i=\, 2. Then

there are two universal algebras A¡, A2 of the same similarity type,

having the properties:

(a) there are lattice isomorphisms ßt ofL¡ onto S(A¡ x A¡), i= 1, 2,

and ß3 ofX3 onto 5(/i, xA2);

(b) (f*dß,m{lfiP,lCLt,t'~l,2.

The lattices of all subalgebras of universal algebras were characterized

by G. Birkhoff and O. Frink in [1] as algebraic lattices (see also [2], [3]

for terminology). In [4] the author proved that every algebraic lattice is

isomorphic to the subalgebra lattice of the square of some universal

algebra. A simpler proof of this result, not using the axiom of choice, was

given by G. Grätzer and W. A. Lampe in [3].

If A is a universal algebra denote by y (A) the subalgebra lattice of A.

If B&y(AxA) then B* = {(x,y):(y, x)eB}. The aim of this note is to

show the following generalization of the main result in [4].

Theorem. Let Lx, L2, Ls be algebraic lattices such that [Z-x|, |L2|>1.

Let a.i be an involutive automorphism of L(, i= 1, 2. Then there are two

universal algebras Ax, A2 of the same similarity type, having the properties:

(a) there are lattice isomorphisms ßf of L¡ onto ¿f(AiX.Ai), /=1, 2, and

ß3 ofL3 onto y(^xA);

(b) {hLMt-(W,leLt,t-l,2.

The case where one of \LX\, \L2\ is 1 is equivalent to the characterization

of the connection between Sf(A) and £f°(A x A). This problem for partial

universal algebras was solved by the author in [5]. For the case of full

universal algebras the question remains open.

We will give here the construction of the algebras Au A2. The details

of the proof are similar to those of [3] and therefore will be omitted.
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If A = {A; F) is a partial algebra, by S?(A) will be denoted the lattice of

all (closed) subalgebras of A and by ^(A) the family of all finitely generated

subalgebras of A. The set of all subsets of a set A'will be denoted by P(X).

Lemma 1. Let Llt L2, L3, al5 a2 be as in the theorem. Then there are

partial algebras {Bx; F) and (B2; F) with the properties:

(i) there are isomorphisms ß( of Li onto S/'{BixB¡), i—1,2, and ß3

cfL3ontoSp(B1xB2);

(ii) (lxi)ßi=(lßi)*,leLi,i=l,2;

(iii) all partial operations in Fare infective on B1,B2,i.e.f(a1, • ■ • , an) =

f(bu ■ • • , b„) implies ax=bu ■■ ■ , an=bn;

(iv) there are mappings y, ofeé'(BixBi) into BiXB¡, z'=l, 2, and y3 of

e&(Bl x B2) into Bx x B2 such that every finitely generated subalgebra is

generated by one element: namely its image under the appropriate yx,y2, y%-

Let Cj denote the set of all compact elements in Lt,j=\, 2, 3 (consider

the Lj mutually disjoint). Let B be an infinite set strictly containing

C1UC2UC3. Choose Bx, B2, two disjoint copies of B. If beB, denote by bt

the element of B¿ corresponding to b (under a fixed bijection from B

onto B,), i= 1, 2. Since \L{\> 1 we have |C,|> 1. Choose 4eC¿, 4^0, (the
zero element of L¿) and cóa¿ = 4> /=1, 2. Fix e0e.ß\(CiUC2UC3).

Define mappings ôu ô2, ô3, from Clt C2, C3 into P{BxxBx), P(B2xB2)

and P(BxxB2) respectively:

For z= 1,2,

0A-{(*,.*,):* e B},

coi = {(c¿> (ca¿)¿)}    if c e Ci, ca-i ̂  c,

cot = {(c¿, bai), (b0i, c()}    if c e C„ coc¿ = c, c ¿¿ 0¿, c ^ c¿,

c'0ôi = BiX Bi\\J {côi'.ce Ci, c^c'o};

cô3 = {(cl5 fr08)}, ceC3,c^ 03,

03ô3 = Bxx B2\\J {cô3:c sC3,cjé 03}.

The following properties of è1, è2, ô3 are obvious:

1. càjji0 for ail ceCj,j= 1,2, 3.

2. If c, c'eC3, c^c then c<5jnc'<3í=0,;=l, 2, 3.

3. (J {côi:ceCi}=BixBi,i=l,2.

4. \J{cô3:ceC3}=B1xB2.

Define a family F=/"0uF1UT;2U/r3 of partial operations on Bu B2 as

follows :

To every beB, associate/^/7,,—a nullary operation, the result of which,

on Bt, is b(, z'=l, 2.

To every c, c', c"eC¿ such that each of c, c , c" is distinct from 0¿ and
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c^c'yc" and to every (a, b)ecô(, (a', b')ec'ô{ and (a", è")ec"<5f, associate

a binary partial operation feFt such that

f(a',a") = a,      f(b',b") = b
and

D(f Bt) = {(a', a"), (b', b")},       D(f Bk) = 0    if k ft i, / = 1, 2.

To every c, c', c"eC3 and to every a, a', a"eBx and b, b', b"eB2 such that

(a, b)ecô3, (a', b')ec'ô3 and (a", b")ec"ô3, associate a binary partial

operation geF3 such that

g(a', a") = a,       g(b', b") = b

and

D(g, Bx) = {(a', a")},       D(g, B2) = {(*', b")}.

It can be verified that the operations of F are injective on Bx, B2. The

binary operations in F3 are defined only on BxxB2, on the diagonals of

BxxBx and B2xB2 and nowhere else.

The isomorphisms /?,, ß2, ß3 are defined by

lßi = [^{càf-.ceC^c^l},       leL},j= 1,2,3.

It can be shown that (B1; F), (B2; F) satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of

Lemma 1.

Since a subalgebra of a partial algebra A is finitely generated iff it is

compact in Sf(A), define yx, y2, y3 by:

If 1=1,2,

(0A)y, = (0¿¿, 0«),
(cßUYi = (Ci, (caJi)    if c e C¿, c<x¿ ̂ c,

= (c„ ¿?0<)       if c e C(, c<x¿ = c,c;¿ 0¿,

(03/33)73 = (03i, 032),

(cß3)Ys = (cj, ¿02)       ¡f c e C3, c ^ 03.

It can be shown that yu y2, y3 satisfy (iv) of Lemma 1.

If B is a partial algebra, denote by B1 the free algebra generated by B;

we have :

Lemma 2. Let (B^F), i =1,2, be partial algebras satisfying all the

conditions of Lemma 1. Then

(i) the operations of F are injective on B\ and B\\

(ii) // De£^(Bi x B,) and D is the subalgebra of B) x B] generated by D

then Dr\(BiXB¿=D, z'=l,2;

(iii) // De6f°(B1 x B2) and D is the subalgebra of B\ x B\ generated by D

then Dr\(B1xBi)=D;
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(iv) D^-the subalgebra of B\ x B\ generated by D is a lattice mono-

morphism ofSe(Bt x Bt) into ¿f(B\ x B\), /= 1, 2 ;
(v) D^-the subalgebra of B\ x B\ generated by D is a lattice mono-

morphism ofSe(BxxB2) into Se(B\xB\);

(vi) // a belongs to the subalgebra of B) x B} generated by Bi X Bt there

exists an äeBtxBi such that for DeSe(B{xB¡), a belongs to the subalgebra

of B} x B) generated by D iff deD, /= 1, 2 ;
(vii) if a belongs to the subalgebra of B\ x B\ generated by B1xB2, there

exists an äeBy X B2 such that for DeSe(By x B2), a belongs to the subalgebra

ofB\ x B\ generated by D iff äeD.

Lemma 3. Let (By\F), (B2; F) be partial algebras satisfying all the

conditions of Lemma 1. Then one can define two families of partial opera-

tions F', F" on B\, B\ such that the partial algebras B¡ = (B¡; F1), z'=l, 2,

F1=FUF'UF", enjoy all the properties in Lemma 1, and properties (i),

(ii) of Lemma 2, where B] should be replaced by B¡, /= 1, 2; moreover

(i) D^-the subalgebra of B¡ x B¡ generated by D is a lattice isomorphism

ofy(BixBl) onto y(B'ixB'i), i=I, 2;
(ii) B—>-the subalgebra of B[xB'2 generated by D is a lattice isomorphism

of Se (By X B2) onto Se(B'y x B2).

For any a, ä as in Lemma 2, if a=(a', a"), ä=(a, ä") introducegeF':

D(g, B\) u D(g, B\) = {a', a"}       and       g(a') = ä',    g(a") = ä".

For any d= (d', d") not belonging to the subalgebra of B] x B} generated

by BfXBi, deBjxB}, define h, keF" by

D(h, B)) = D(k, B)) = 0    if j jé i,

D(h, B)) = {d', d"}   and

h(d') = CU, h(d") = boi,

D(fe,Bj) = {4,fcM}    and

k(c0i) = d',    k(b0i) = d",       i = 1, 2.

For any d= (d', d")eB\ X B\, not belonging to the subalgebra of B\ x B\

generated by BxxB2 introduce «, keF" by

D(h, B\) = {d% D(h, B\) = {d"},

h(d') = Ou, h(d") = 022,

D(k, B\) = {0U}, D(k, B\) = {022},

fc(0u) = d', k(022) = d".

It can be verified that (Bj ;F1),i=l,2, enjoy all the properties of Lemma 3.
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Define the sequence of partial algebras (Ain;G„),i=l,2,n=0,1,2, •• •,

by

Ai0 = Bt       and       G0 = F   (of Lemma 1),

■™i(n+l) —  iA-in) , Gn+1 =  (G„) .

Put^.= UMi„:«=0,l,2,---})/=l,2,G=U{G7l:«=0,l,2,---}.(^;G),
z'= 1,2, are full universal algebras satisfying the conditions (a), (b) of

the theorem.

I would like to express my thanks to the referee for reading the original

manuscript and for his generous comments.
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